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First Generation

1. Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico was born on 14 Jan 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1922 at the age of 32 in Mansfield, Mass.. She was buried in 1922 in Mansfield, Mass.. In the San Prospero church records of Marianopoli, Sicily is the baptism of Salvatrice on page 302 #8 on 1/16/1890. The side note indicates her marriage to Tommaso Guerra in 1912 in Mansfield MA., America.

Their children were Curcio and Sylvio. Sylvio's wife was Althea. Salvatrice later married Romeo Pianeso and their child was Irma Pianeso. Irma married Guerrino Eusepi. Their children are Sally, Rosie, Joanne, Carla, and Linda.

SALVATRICE LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO:  http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico and Romeo Pianesi were married on 27 Sep 1917 in Boston, Mass.. Romeo Pianesi, son of Eduardo Pianosi and Filomina Ardalioni, was born on 9 Feb 1885 in Fano, Italy. He died on 16 Aug 1946 at the age of 61 in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass..

Romeo Pianesi and Salvatrice LoDico had the following child:

+2   i.  Irma Pianesi, born 27 Mar 1920; died Apr 1994, Dennis, Mass..

Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico and Tomaso Guerra were married on 30 Jun 1912 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Tomaso Guerra died in 1916 in Massachusetts. He was buried in Massachusetts.

Tomaso Guerra and Salvatrice LoDico had the following children:


Second Generation

2. Irma Pianosi (Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 27 Mar 1920. She died in Apr 1994 at the age of 74 in Dennis, Mass.. She had Social Security Number 021-14-5392.

Guerrino Eusepi was born on 26 Jul 1919. He died in Jun 1990 at the age of 70 in Dennis, Mass.. He had Social Security Number 010-26-6666.
Guerrino Eusepi and Irma Pianosi had the following children:

+5  i.  Sally Eusepi.
+7  iii.  Joanne Eusepi.
+8  iv.  Carla Eusepi.

3.  Curzio T. Guerra (Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 23 May 1913 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 3 Nov 1992 at the age of 79 in Bellingham, Mass.. He was buried in Bellingham, Mass.. SS# 021-07-4438

Curzio T. Guerra and Lydia UNKNOWN were married in 1935 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Lydia UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Curzio T. Guerra and Lydia UNKNOWN had the following children:

10  i.  Thomas Guerra was born about 1934.
11  ii.  Joanne Guerra was born (date unknown).

Mildred Anderson was born (date unknown).

Curzio T. Guerra and Mildred Anderson had the following child:

12  i.  Richard Guerra was born (date unknown).

4.  Silvio Guerra (Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 31 Jul 1915 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 11 Jul 1995 at the age of 79 in Travis County, Texas. He was buried in Travis County, Texas. Silvio was raised by relatives in Medford from the age of six, following the death of his parents by 1922. The spelling of the family name: Guerro was retained by Curzio, but Silvio adopted the Milford, Mass. branch of the family name: Guerra.

ss# 030-01-6553

Althea Huddleston was born in Whitman, Mass..

Silvio Guerra and Althea Huddleston had the following children:

+13  i.  Margaret Ann Guerra, born 16 Jan 1944, Massachusetts.
+14  ii.  Sylvia Linwood Guerra, born 1 Aug 1945, Massachusetts; married John Costello,
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abt 1966.

Third Generation

5. Sally Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born (date unknown).

Charlie Goodrow was born (date unknown).

Charlie Goodrow and Sally Eusepi had the following child:

+15 i. Brian Goodrow.

6. Rosie Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 28 Jul 1953.

Gary Austin was born (date unknown).

7. Joanne Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born (date unknown).

William "Billy" Sears was born (date unknown).

William Sears and Joanne Eusepi had the following child:

16 i. Michael Sears was born (date unknown).

8. Carla Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN McNutt was born (date unknown).

9. Linda Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 9 Jul 1959.

UNKNOWN Woodhams was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Woodhams and Linda Eusepi had the following children:
17  i.  Emily Woodhams was born (date unknown).
18  ii.  John Woodhams was born (date unknown).

13.  Margaret Ann Guerra (Silvio-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 16 Jan 1944 in Massachusetts.

UNKNOWN Dimery was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Dimery and Margaret Ann Guerra had the following children:

19  i.  Charlotte Dimery was born about 1972.
20  ii.  Brian Dimery was born about 1977.
21  iii.  Richard Dimery was born about 1978.

14.  Sylvia Linwood Guerra (Silvio-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born on 1 Aug 1945 in Massachusetts.

Sylvia Linwood Guerra and John Costello were married about 1966. John Costello was born (date unknown).

John Costello and Sylvia Linwood Guerra had the following children:

22  i.  Thomas Michael Costello was born about 1967.
23  ii.  Susan Marie Costello was born about 1969.

Fourth Generation

15.  Brian Goodrow (Sally Eusepi-3, Irma Pianosi-2, Salvatrice LoDico-1) was born (date unknown).

Michele UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Brian Goodrow and Michele UNKNOWN had the following child:

24  i.  Ashley Goodrow was born (date unknown).
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